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I . INTRODUCTION 

Recently, much progress has been made toward understanding 
the role of the fractional quantum numbers on solitons Ill. 

There has been found that the interaction of a quantum soli
ton with charged fermion can lead to degeneracy and fractional 
charge of the soliton ground state. 

Independently it was shown that a natural way of incorpora
ting the fermionic sector in solitonic theories is via a super
symmetric extension/2~ 

The degenerate fractionally charged ground states of the so
liton arise when the spectrum of the physical fermions exhibits 
a zero-frequency mode, which was firstly obtained in the second 
paper of ref. 121. 

However, the class of models in which fermion zero modes can 
appear is much greater than the class of the supersymmetric 
models. 

In this paper we study fractional quantum fermion charge only 
from supersymmetric point of view. 

2. SUPERSOLITONS 

The basic lagrangian density for supersymmetric solitons 1n 
(1+1) dimensional field theories has the following form: 

L=.Lia ¢a11¢-V2 (¢)+~(iy-a-Vt¢))1/J!, 
2 11 

which is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations 

o¢=(1/J, 81/J=(-iy-a¢-V(cf;))c. 

The conserved supercurrent has the form: 

a
11 

[y-a¢ + iV(.p)ylli/Jl = o. 

From (2.3) it is possible to obtain supercharge: 

Q = (dx[(y·a¢ + iV(¢))y 01jJ] 

and to show that the superalgebra has the form: 

~~'t.. -;,)j 

M ~t:e)IE~U fit 1. •· :? '· ·'' 
~ ~. '· . t:,," ,,. 

(2. I) 

(2.2) 

(2. 3) 
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Q! ~ P0 + P1 ~ P+ , Q: ~ P0 - P1 = P _, 

¢(+oo) 
IQ+. Q_ I= 2 ( d¢ V(¢) = T, 

f/>(-oo) 

where Q± = 1/2(1 ± iy5 )Q. 
We used the gamma matrix representation: 

yO~(~ i); yl ~(~ i ); 
-1 0 1 0 

-(-i OJ 'y5"=iy0yl= Oi · 

(2. 4) 

It can be directly seen that the Fermi part of the lagran
gian (2. I) is also invariant under the internal phase transfor
mation: 

1/J --. eia ifJ, 1fi--. e-ia if,, a real, (2. 5) 

which is generated by the conserved charge: 

QF= i (dx[!/J+, 1/J). (2. 6) 

This conserved charge is called fermion number and this num
ber is carried by generators Q+. It is clear that the only way 
to introduce such a quantum nu~ber in supersymm~try is by means 
of the transformations for supercharges: Q --. e-aY'Q and for chiral 

5 +· components we get: Q --. 1/2(1 ± iy5)e-ay Q = e -•aQ±. Now we 
shall use as examples of supersymmetric solitons two theories: 
a) super sine-Gordon theory: 

L 1at:Jil .51. 1-. - f3 = 2 11 ~-'a ¢-
13 

(1-cosf3~+ 2 1/J(Iy·a-va0 cos2 ¢)1/J, (2. 7) 

which is obtained from (2.1) for sine-Gordon potential 

U( ¢) = ~ V2 (¢) ~ ~0 (1 - cos{3¢ ); 

b) super~¢4" theory: 

1 A2 2 22 1-. A L=-a q, a11¢- --(IJ, -¢ > +-l/J(1y-a-2-¢)1/J, 
2 IJ. 21/.2 2 IJ. 

(2.8) 

which is obtained from (2. I) for "¢ 4" potential 

U(¢) = _j_ V2(¢) ~ ~-=- (IJ.2 _ ¢2)2. 
2 21/.2 

At the classical level the solution of equation-of motion, 
which is obtained from lagrangian (2. I) for the Bose sector, 
satisfies: 

2 

d --¢ -- +V(A- ) dx S(S)-- '~'s(S) • 
d dt ¢ S(~i} = 0 (2. 9) 

where the sign (+) is for soliton (s); and (-), for antisoliton 
(S). 

For our examples they are given by: 

A- _ 4 -I -
'~'s<s> ~ 73 tang exp(±v a0x), (2.10a) 

¢ K(K) = ±IJ. tahnAx. (2. lOb) 

With ¢s (or ¢K ) being the soliton solution the equation of 
motion for the Fermi sector satisfies: 

(iy-a- V'(¢5 ))1/J~O (2. II) 

and possesses a stable normalizable solution 1/Js localized at 
the position of th~ soliton¢s (we shall confine ourselves to 
studying the case of the soliton, because the same results would 
be obtained for antisolitons). 

For the supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory the solution 1/Js 
satisfies static Dirac equation: 

(iy1 a1 - v~0 cos1¢s>l/Js = o (2. 12a) 

ana 1/J s nas t:ne rorm: 

N 1 
1/Js = ------- ( ). 

(cosh vaox)2 1 

where N is finite normalization constant. 
For the super "c/1*'" theory the solution of the Dirac eq. (2.11) 

with ¢K from (2. JOb) 

(iy 1 a 1 -2:¢K)~=O (2.I2b) 

is given by: 1/JK=Nexp(-2/J.A idx'tahnAx')(~). 
The supersymmetric Lagrangian (2.8) and supersymmetric soli

tons ¢1<' 1/JK in relations (2. lOb) and (2. 12b) were proposed by 
R.Jack1w and C.Rebbi in condense matter theory, without know
ledge of supersymmetry /1,3/. 

The static solutions l/J
8

,1/JKare zero-eigenvalue solutions. 
It is clear from the following: 

We shall write the stationary solution to eq. (2.11) as usual 
-iEk t 

1/J(x, t) = e 1/Jk (x), then from (2. II) follows: 
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(iylal -V '(<f>s))t/Jk(x)=-Ekyot/Jk(x) (2. 13) 

and eqs. (2.12a,b) are obtained from (2.13) for t/1
0 

"'tPs and 
Eo= o. 

Eq. (2. 13) also gives positive frefuency modes t/1~+) (for 
Ek>O) and negative frequency modes tPk-) (for Ek <0). 

These eigenmodes satisfy the orthogonality conditions: 

+ (dx t/18 (x) tPs (x) = 1. 

(dx t/J! (x) J~tx) = 0, 

r +(j) ( (j') ( ) " " .. ' . dXt/Jk X)t/Jk X =ujj'Ukk'• J,J =+,-, 

and the completeness relation 

+(+) (+) +(-) (-) 
tP ;(x) t/1

8 
(X')+ r (t/J k (x) tPk (X)+ tP k (X) t/J k (X'))= o(X- X'). 

(2.14a) 

(2. 14b) 

(2. 14c) 

(2. 14d) 

The charge conjugation matrix C = -y0 transforms eigensolutions 
as follows: t/J

8
C= CfT= t/1, and t/J~+)C = '4H. 

s ~ . . . 
Therefore the zero-energy solut~on <f>s ~s selfconJugate and 

positive eigenvalue is paired with negative one under charge 
conjugation. 

The fermion number operatorQF given by relation (2.6) trans
forms under charge conjugation as 

L. 
QF=-QF. (2. IS) 

The quantization of the Fermi field is achieved by the inves
tigation of the structure of the Fock space and by the expansion 
in eigenmodes: 

(+) (-) 
t/1 = a~/ s + r (bk tPk + dk tPk ); • (2. 16) 

the anticornrnutation relation is valid: 

Ia, a+ I= 1, lb k, bt· I = !d", d t ·I = o kk, (2. 17) 

and other anticornrnutation relations vanish. The operators 
bt(bk) create (annihilate) one-particle states for nonzero 
energy fermions and ctt (dk) for antiferrnions in the presence of 
the soliton. 

However, the further operator a when operating on the solution 
state produces another state of the same energy; hence in the 
presence of the s;>liton, the ground states are degenerate in 
ener[jV. To distittguish bPtween them, we may label them as I±, s 
and the followin,j relations are valid: 

"' 

I 

a\+, s> = \-, s>, a+\-, s > = I+, s >, 

a\-. s> = 0, a+\+,S>=O. 
(2. 18) 

Substituting the expansion (2. 16) into (2.6) and using (2.17) 
one finds 

QF=.!..(dx(t/J+t/1-t/Jt/J+)=a+a- .!..+ ~(bkbk -dJidk). 
2 2 k (2. 19) 

Thus it is usual that Q F changes sign under charge conjuga
tion, because aC =.a+, bf= dk. 

Consequently it follows from relations (2. 18) and (2. 14): 
QF\±, s> = ±1/2\±, s>. Since operator a is associated with the 
fermion zero mode, which is a zero energy wave, tPs is localized 
at the position of the soliton (i/i

8
t/1

8
=0 and E(¢

8
,t/1

8
)= E(¢

8
)). 

The lowest energy states\±. s> represent solitons with fer
mion numbers +1/2, i.e., each of the two fermion soliton states 
carries 1/2 unit charge. In such a way the fermionic soliton 
affects a transition between the lowest energy states: 
<-, s I t/1 I +, s > 1= o. 

3. THE VANISHING MASS QUANTID1 CORRECTIONS 

From the superalgebra (2.4) we obtain: 

t'+ +t'_ ='l'+(Y+ -Y_)-, 

P+ + P_ = -'I' + (Q + + Q _) 2, so p+ + P_ 2: I T I 

and for a single soliton at rest P+ = P_ = M and so we get: 

M~ ~ \T\. (3.2) 

From (3. I) the inequality (3.2) is saturated for these states 
\ s > such that 

(Q + ± a_> I s > = o. (3.3) 

It is clearly satisfied classically, because after using (2.9) 
we obtain: Q __ Q+ = (dx(a1 ¢-V) (t/1+ -t/1_) =0, and also Q+ +Q_=o. 

Explicit calculation shows that classically the solitons 
satisfy 

1 M=-\TI. 
2 

If Q± are interpreted as operators, (3.3) can be stated: 

(3.4) 
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CQ _ - Q+ >I s > = o. (3. 5) 

Then for a soliton at rest 

2 <s I P0 Is>= <s I Q; + Q_: Is>= <s I (Q_- Q+ >21 s >+<sIT Is>. (3.6) 

But from (3.4) T is a topological invariant and its abso
lute value is equal to2Me1.•then from (3.6) we get/ 41: M=Mc~: 

It means that in theory of supersolitons, which respects su
persymmetry, there are no quantum corrections to the mass of 
the soliton, when (Q_-Q+)2\s>=(Q)2js>=0. 

It can be explicitly shown using the results in ref./81, where 
it is shown that Q -a and Q ~a+. 

If we use relations (2. 18) we obtain for ground states fol
lowing expression: Q21±,Sl>=O. 

In this way (3.6) is valid in quantum case without assumption 
of the relation (3.5). 

4. BOSONIZATION AND SUPERSOLITONS WITH FRACTIONAL CHARGE 

Bosonization is a procedure which was used by S.Coleman ' 5/ 

for showing equivalence between massive Thirring model and sine
Gordon model. Also the formation of fractionally charged soli
tons can be visualized by bosonizing the system/6/. 

We shall study the supersymmetr1c lagrangian ~L. IJ oy UUbU

nizing the system using the basic rules of the boson represen
tation as follows: 

1- 1 ..jJ.- -- 1 I! - i t/J y·at/1 = -a a a a, t/Jt/1 = G cosy 4rra, t/Jy t/1 = --=..- ( 11 .ft a , 
2 2 j.L j.L 'I./IT 

(4. I) 

where a is a scalar field. 
We shall write the fermionic charge Q Fin terms of a 

+oo - 1 1 
Q F= (dxt/Jy0 t/l =- (a(+oo) --a(-oo)) =- I'! a. 

-oo vrr Vi' 
(4. 2) 

The bosonized version of the Lagrangian (2. I) is given by 

1 2 -L=-2 Ia ¢ all¢+a a alla-V (¢)-GV'(¢)cosy4rral· ll ll 
(4. 3) 

In order to identify the particle excitations of the system 
one should identify various classical vacua of the system. They 

consist of the configuration (¢,a) which minimize the poten
tial W (¢,a), where 
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' J 

J 

W(¢,a) =-:} (V2(¢) + GV '(¢) cosy4rra). (4. 4) 

One can see that, in general, the minima of W(¢,a) are for 
super"¢ 4" model: 

a) a=(n+ 
2
1 )y:;T when ¢= ¢ . , mm 

b) a= ny;- when ¢=-¢min' 

where ¢min is the solution of aW(¢,a) /a¢= 0, a2W(¢,a)/a 2</>>0. 
From this follows !'!a=+l/2y'i7and from (4.2) we can see that 
two solitons acquire a fermionic charge Q F= .:!:_1 /2. 

5. A TWD-DIMENSIONAL BAG MODEL WITH FRACTIONAL QUANTUM NUMBERS 

One of the applications of supersymmetric solitons in the 
elementary particle physics is obtaining a supersymmetric bag 
model by analogy with the SLAC-bag /7/. 

It can be shown that in the super "</> 4" theory given by lag
rangian (2.8), that the kink solution <f>K(2.9b) traps a quark 
t/JK (2.12b), because the trapping of the quark doesn't play role 
in the kink energy, i.e. , ifiK t/1 K= 0. 

So for classical energy of the kink with a trapped quark we 
obtain: 

P... , ' T.", , , r ..:~ ... 1 1 t d 1.. \ 2. T T r J.. \ I 
~''~-'K • '+'K I- ~''~-'K I- ·-···2 'dx .,...K, - ,.,...K,. 

4 .. 2 A 
3 r 

( 0::,. 1) 

In this way as in the SLAC-bag the solutions <f>K,t/JKrepresent 
a field theoretical bound state with strong binding and may 
describe hadrons with confined quarks. 

A two-dimensional bag model with fractional quantum numbers 
is obtained by extension of the study on Fermi fields with 
SU(n) x U(1) global symmetry. 

The lagrangian density has the form: 

L=.!..ta ¢ a 11 cf>-V 2 (</>)+Tr~(iy-a-V'(cf>))t/J I, 
2 ll (5. 2) 

where 1/2V2(¢)=A2 /(21! 2)(1l 2 -</> 2) 2 and t/1~ is a two-component 
spinor field with internal-symmetry index b = l, ... ,n. 

\hth 6 being the kink solution the equations of motion for 
the Fermi sector satisfy: 

(iy· a- v , (</>K n t/1 b = o (5.3) 

and again the physical fermion ~as a zero-frequency solutiop. 
Since Lis assumed invariant under t/1-> e-iaalat/1 and 1/J-.eiat/J, 

where Ia are classical generators of SU(n); [Ia, I~= id'bclc, 
the following conserved charges exist: 
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(I ahd • +b d 
QF -= -- (dx [r/1 , rjJ ] , 

a 2 

Q 1 + 
F="2fdxTr[rjJ ,rjf]. 

(5. 4a) 

(5.4b) 

Following Y.Leblanc and G.Semenoff 181 we obtain the multipli
city of the kink states, which increases with n and all these 
states always carry nonvanishing quantum numbers. 

Denoting the diagonal generators of SU (n) , U (1) as F. , F and 
. . I I I us1ng notat1on Fi s>=fi s>, i = l, ... ,n-1, Fls>= fls>, so 

that 1 s> = 1r. r1 •...• ri >, then examples of the fermionic quantum 
numbers up to SU(3) x U(l) are following: 

U( I): f 

1/2 
-1/2. 

SU(2)xU(I): f r, 

1 0 

0 -1/2 

0 1/2 

-1 0 • 

SU(3)xU(I): f fl f2 

3/2 0 0 

1/2 -1/2 -1/2v3 

1/2 1!2 -1/(2y'3) 

-1/2 0 -1/y'3 

1/2 0 llva 

-1/2 -1/2 1/(2y'3) 

-1/2 1/2 1/{2va> 

-3/2 0 0 

In this way we get a supersymmetric bag model with one kink 
field and color quark fields with fractional quantum numbers. 

One can speculate to investigate fermion internal SU(n) x U(1) 
symmetry locally and obtain connection with fractional quantum 
numbers in supersymmetric bag with physical charges, which can 
play the role of the central charges in superalgebra/9/. 

8 
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A candidate for this model in (3+1) dimension has the lag
rangian: 

L=--!.FilvFa +..1(0 ¢) (Dil¢) -..1V 2(¢ ¢ )+..1Tr~(iy·D-V'(¢ ¢ )t/J, 4allv 21la a 2 aa 2 aa 

where 

FllV = all A v - a~· All + e c All Av a a a abe b e ' 

(Dil¢)a= a ll¢a + eCabeA~¢e • 

v2 -~ 2 _ 2 (¢a¢ a) - 2 (ll ¢a ¢a) ' 
ll 

oll..p =(all_ ielaAil)r/1. 
a 

V'(¢a ¢a)= 2~1a¢a' 
ll 

(5.5) 

For SU(2) group (5.5) gives exactly Jackiw-Rebbi extension 
of the Hooft-Polyakov monopole, where zero energy solution and 
fractional quantum numbers are found /10/. 

The utility of the lagrangian (5.5) and connection of the 
fractional fermion charge with physical charges is in progress. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper deep connection between supersymmetric solitons 
"nrl t-h<>nri "'" tJi th fr;~rti nn.<~.l an.<~.ntnm char2:e was shown. 

The support for old result, that quantum mass corrections 
in theories with supersymmetric solitons vanish, was given. 

A super-quark-bag model with fractional quantum char3e is 
presented. 

There can exist connection between fermion quantum numbers 
and central charges in superalgebra with SU(n) internal symmet
ry, the exact quantum mechanical mass spectrum can be determined 
from the mass formula. 
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